
those developing curricula and program
mes of study. 

What Are Canadian Studies? 

It is generally agreed that the call for 
Canadian Studies is not simply a call for 
more Canadian content in the cur
riculum. The lack of such content was a 
problem in the 1960's and early 1970's 
and remains a problem in a few topic
areas, but by and large it has been 
overcome. 

There are those who differentiate bet· 
ween Canadian Studies and the study of 
Canada. The latter includes anything and 
everything dealing with things Canadian, 
be it history, literature, geography, 
botany or whatever. It therefore includes 
all approaches based upon a single 
discipline. The former term Canadian 
Studies, on the other hand, is reserved, in 
this view, for an interdisciplinary, in
tegrated attempt to see Canada whole. It 
is an attempt to come to terms with the 
totality of the Canadian experience, argu
ing that reality is multi-faceted and com
plex and that no single academic 
discipline can do more than present one 
slice of it. There is, in reality, no one royal 
road. The goal is that the curriculum, at 
all levels of education, should "help 
Canadians in some way to understand the 
physical and social environment that they 
live and work in, that affects so profound-
1 y their daily lives, ~d that in ~urn is af
fected by their achons." 26 Given this 
goal, there are obviously many ways of at
taining it. 

The particular difficulty is to do justice 
to all facets of the Canadian environment 
in a reasonably comprehensive way, 
while at the same time striking a 
reasonable balance between the regional 
and the national. In regard to the former, 
there are still gaps. Symons not long ago 
pointed to important areas that remain in
adequately studied.27 They included the 
north ("an academic desert"I; broad
casting, especially its historical records 
["obscured by decades of inertia and 
neglect"); science and technology {"Can~
dians have little knowledge of their 
notable engineering heritage and of the 
considerable contributions which have 
been made by our engineers to science 
and technology"); and education ("the 
most neglected Canadian Study.") In ad
dition, in areas which have long paid a 
good deal of attention to Canadian con
cerns, new methodologies are being ap
plied and new discoveries made. 

As for the regional-national balance, the 
Canada Studies Foundation has made 
distinction between Canada Studies and 
Canadian Studies. The former are defined 
as those which are of national ("pan
Canadian" is the Foundation's term} ap
plication and import; the latter deal only 
with local or regional concerns. Since the 
priority is that Cana?ian~ see the!r ~o~n
try whole, in all its d1vers1ty, and ID its ID· 
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ternational setting, the emphasis, argues 
the Foundation, must be placed on 
Canada Studies. 

Educational Technology 

In all of this, educational technology ob
viously has an important part to play. 
One of the fundamental goals of Canada, 
or Canadian, Studies, after all is to explain 
Canadians to one another and this is no 
easy task in a country which is so large 
and so diverse. It is a commonplace that 
Canada is a country of regions and that 
these regions are not well-informed about 
each other. In any given place in Canada, 
for example, the flow of news is usually 
national, in the sense that it deals with 
federal politics, and local, in the sense 
that it deals with events of immediate in
terest in that particular place. What is 
lacking is any sustained account of other 
regions and their particular concerns and 
outlooks. This can be demonstrated by an 
elementary analysis of almost any 
newspaper, radio or television pro
gramme despite the commitment to "na
tional unity" described in the National 
Broadcasting Act. Educational technology 
can play a major role in remedying this 
state of affairs. Educational television, 
satellite communications, locally produc
ed programmes made available for na
tional distribution, films, radio hook-ups 
- the possibilities are endless. Beyond 
these more or less commonplace 
technologies lie the mind-~o~ling 
possibilities of the _ comm~mcations 
revolution. If the Canadian Studies move
ment is to achieve its full potential of in
forming Canadians about themselves and 
each other in order to produce a richer 
and more rewarding sense of community, 
then the potential of educational 
technology cannot be ignored, as the ar
ticles in this special issue of Canadian 
Journal of Educational Communica
tion all in their different ways suggest. 
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Media News 
Continued from page 2 

sophisticated space research applications 
center at Ahmedabad. They also visited 
the community science center which pro• 
vides laboratory facilities and ex
periments in elementa1;Y ~ience to you~g 
students in a model similar to Canada s 
Ontario Science Center. The tour con
cluded with visits to the Department of 
Communication at Poona and a brief 
wrap-up in Bombay. 

AMTEC Media Festival Awards 

The results of the 1983 Media Festival 
Awards were not available for publication 
at press time for this issue. AMTEC 
members should be interested to know 
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''Canadian Eh!'' 
Technological Change and Canadian Studies 
By T.R. Morrison 

We are currently living in a world in 
which the products of our own human 
genius are simultaneously the source of 
both our most pressing problems and 
enlivening opportunities. The world we 
have created, and particularly the maps 
we have drawn to guide us through the 
resultant maze, has now become the 
obsession of our lives. To an extent 
heretofore rare in history, the ways in 
which the human mind invents reality, 
acts upon this invention and analyses the 
relation between each, is the central pro
blematique of society. We have not only 
become conscious, but conscious of our 
consciousness. Indeed, the new science of 
artifical intelligence is founded on efforts 
to "model" this awareness.1 The result is 
a world of increasing complexity, much 
of it human-generated. 

Let me provide you with a "concrete 
abstraction" of what I am talking about. 
Today, the most dominant focus in social 
discourse concerns the deplorable state of 
the economy. Undoubtedly, this is a 
disturbing situation, one filled with 
human tragedy. That being said, what 
can this discourse reveal to us. How does 
it relate to the theme of human-generated 
complexity? 

When we discuss the economy today, a 
number of patterns can be noticed. First
ly, we talk of the "economy" as if it ex
isted apart from the invention of man. 
The economy can be anything we want it 
to be. Within it, for example, we can raise 
GNP, by conventional counting methods, 
by adding and valuing the work in the so
called informal economy, particularly the 
household.2 Secondly, when we discuss 
our economic problems, we do so within 
abstract models , that is, intellectual in
ventions of them. We talk of inflation 
rates, price, interest rates, demand, con
sumer confidence through the use of 
models we have created. We also reify 
these models. We invent them, forget that 
they are not reality but representations of 
it, and discuss economic reality as if the 
models were reality. 

Our problems today, economic or what 
have you, have increasingly less to do 
with reality, than with our minds' 
representation of them. This is exacer• 
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bated by the fact that the time gap bet
ween representation of an image of reali
ty and having others share and think 
through it, has narrowed immensely. This 
has been brought about primarily by the 
rapid impact of "compunications 
technology" (CTI in our society.3 

The word compunications may strike 
one as rather strange. Let me briefly 
elaborate upon its meaning and 
significance. The concept deals essential
ly with a fundamental process currently 
at work in society: the merging of hard 
and soft technologies. Throughout the 
nineteenth and up to the mid-twentieth 
century, communication could be divid
ed, roughly, into two distinct realms. One 
was mail, newspapers, books and 
magazines, printed on paper and 
delivered by physical transport or stored 
in libraries. The other realm was the 
telephone, radio telegraph and television. 
Coded message image or voice sent by 
radio signals or through cables from per
son to person. 

Technology, which once made for 
separate industries, is now erasing these 
distinctions, so that a variety of new alter
natives are now available to information 
users. Consider the following: 
1. The meshing of telephone and com

puter systems, of telecommunications 
and teleprocessing, into a single mode. 

2. The substitution of electronic media 
for paper processing. This includes 
such developments as electronic bank
ing, electronic mail, fascimile delivery 
of newspapers and magazines. 

3. The expansion of television through 
cable systems, to allow for multiple 
channels and specialized services and 
the linkage to home terminals to direct 
response to customer or home from 
local or central stations. 

4. The reorganization of information stor
age and retrieval systems based on the 
computer to allow for interactive net
work communication in team research 
and direct retrieval from data bank to 
home or library terminals. 

5. The expansion of computer-managed 
and mediated instruction. 

Technologically, then, telecommunica
tions and teleprocessing are merging into 
a new mode called "compunications." 
The distinction between processing and 
communicating is becoming increasingly 
indistinguishable. This technological 
merging, moreover, is leading to the 
development of integrated human and 
social technologies: management infor
mation and strategic planning systems are 
prime examples.4 These integrative soft 
systems, as the compunications 
technologies which underpin them, are 
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generic innovations, since they are in
tended to be used and applied at a system
wide level. Strategic planning systems, in 
other words, are applied to the corporate, 
voluntary and public sectors alike. The 
lesson is clear: the model is more impor
tant than that to which one applies it. This 
new era of the "triumph of the model" 
can, as will be discussed later, either 
liberate or entrap mankind. In any event, 
any serious discussion of Canadian 
Studies must, if it is to have any 
relevance, address the origins and conse
quences of this emerging ''mind set" of a 
new society. 5 

A young baby today faces a world in 
which images of reality are rapidly 
created, codified, modelled , analyzed, 
acted upon, evaluated, altered, or 
dispensed with, and linked increasingly 
to other such images. And, this is an in
creasingly intentional and deliberate pro
cess. Moreover, we have emergent labels 
for the sciences which propel the process: 
systems analysis , information science, 
decision-theory, operations research, 
artificial intelligence and cognitive 
science.6 For educators, people who 
presumably are the most future-focused 
of all - that is, they help prepare people 
to understand, adapt to, and change the 
world they live in - a perennial question 
emerges anew: what is it that people 
should be encouraged to learn and how 
should that learning occur? 

In approaching this question, a fun
damental principle must be grasped: 
There is no meaning apart from context. 
One's hand has meaning in context of 
one's body. Education, and similarly 
schools, have no meaning apart from con
text. Grasp the context and the assign
ment of meaning of those things within it 
is a simple matter. In the following pages, 
an effort will be made to sketch briefly a 
particular context within which the 
meaning of education, and hence any ap
proach to Canadian Studies, might be 
understood. 

Of the various forces which are likely to 
alter the context of education in the 
future, two are of vital importance. These 
are, firstly, the social impacts to be 
generated by the application of increasing 
sophisticated innovational technology to 
the world around us and secondly the in
terpretation given by man to these pro
cesses and developments. Both factors are 
critical and integrative: technological 
change and man's in terpretation of it each 
determine action if any. Education, it 
follows, must attend to both. Let me turn 
first to technological change. 

Technological innovation proceeds in 
roughly three stages. Currently, we are 
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experiencing the impacts of 
developments in each stage. All stages, 
particularly as each applies to the impact 
of compunications technology, involve 
the replacement, amplification and 
modelling of the mental and physical 
labour of man and the resultant transfor
mation of human society. 

The first stage is that of automation in 
which man's mental labour is increasing
ly accomplished through the application 
of compunications technology. Automa
tion has traditionally been understood to 
involve the assumption of various kinds 
of mental activities (recognition, com· 
putation, memory, judgement) by com
puters or computer-driven mechanisms. 
Current technology pushes this concept 
even further. Consider the following 
scenarios: 
1. Compunications technology will lik~ly 

bring about the complete automation 
of industrial production. In the future, 
particularly in areas such as energy 
and materials (electric power genera
tion, iron, cement), factories will 
emerge which require no manual 
labour at all. 7 

2. Compunications technology jCT) will 
bring about automation of knowledge
oriented services and operations. 
Whenever man's knowledge-oriented 
activity is carried out in fixed, logical 
order, a CT can be used to perform this 
function (e.g. medical diagnosis, cash 
disbursers). Many clerical duties fall 
into this category.8 

L A U G 
I N M y 

3. Compunications technology will lead 
to major systems innovation. It allows 
the creation of unified systems that 
combine sub-automatic functions (e.g. 
traffic flow systems]. 

The social consequences of such 
automation, however, are of equal impor· 
tance. Two examples of this should suf
fice. Firstly, there will be increasing 
emancipation of people from labour for 
subsistence. For example, _since a large 
portion of office and producti_on work 
will be replaced by CT, there will be less 
need for people to serve as mediums for 
the storage of information and 
communication.9 Free time will increase 
- that is, all the time which may be 
disposed of freely by an individual. How 
this will be used is a critical issue for any 
society. The naive assumption that such 
"free time" will somehow flow effortless• 
ly into an engagement with learning, the 
arts and other forms of reflective con
templation, however, flies in the face of a 
rise in more hedonistic and "antisocial" 
pursuits which have characterised recent 
decades. The rise in "free time," then, 
may pose a political problematique for 
modern society. This is due, in part, to the 
fact that many of our institutions and 
"social control systems" rest, ultimately, 
on the absence of "free time" among the 
populace. . .. 

A second impact of automation 1s m· 
creasing social restraint. Unlike overt 
political control, this restraint refers to 
the limitations which accompany a world 
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guided by designed functions and 
systems. Management information 
systems, for example, will increasingly 
relate each person's activities within 
organizations closely through various 
functions of management, while on-line, 
real-time, control systems will establish 
very strict schedules and performance 
evaluations. Talking cashier systems in 
supermarkets provide an archetypical ex
ample of this development. When such 
automatic management control systems 
become commonplace, functional and 
systematic restraints will replace ~os~ of 
place and time. 10 Whether alienation 
follows from such developments is an 
open question hinging on the values and 
adaptive capacities of people. The 
"managed society," however, is around 
the corner. Ironically, many of the calls 
for improved planning we hear today, 
lead unknowingly in this very direction. 

The second stage in CT innovation 
relates to knowledge development. If 
automation supplements man's mental 
labours by CT, then knowledge
development leads to the amplification of 
that human capacity. There are two sub
components of the knowledge
development capacity of CT which are 
worth highlighting. These are problem 
resolution and opportunity search. 

Problem resolution systems of all kinds 
have emerged recently. These systems, 
supplemented by CT technology, ~m to 
eliminate risks which may stand m the 
way of accomplishing goals. These pro
blem resolution systems exhibit three 
general characteristics. First, they are an
ticipatory, attempting to detect problems 
before they become serious and, by 
predicting future trends, project alter
native solutions. The second 
characteristic is that they focus on 
discovering hitherto unknown problems. 
The third trait is that the problems to be 
resolved by these systems are very com
plex and the systems for solving these 
add, in spiral fashion, to the complexity 
itself. The ability of people to understand 
the self-generating complexity associated 
with such emergent problem resolving 
systems is a critical questions mark for 
the future. 

The second aspect of the knowledge 
creation function of CT is opportunity 
search. Opportunity search involves in
quiry into the possibilities of future time 
usage. 1n this regard, the emergence of 
what has been called the "information 
utility," perhaps the late twentieth cen
tury archetypical educational institution, 
will be of critical importance.11 Informa· 
lion utilities will arise when information 
becomes a public commodity, similar ~o 
water and electricity. The populace will 
have access to it on an "as needed" basis. 
This development will substantially in· 
crease the opportunities for education for 
the entire populace and likely force a 
redefinition of the role of existing public 
educational institutions. It is likely, as 
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well, that a whole new industry, the op
portunity industry, will emerge to assis t 
people in achieving their informational 
and educatione.l needs and goals. 

The third aspect of the CT revolution 
will involve, indeed require, systems in
novation in society. This means that, in 
order to accommodate the new 
capabilities and problems generated by 
CT, new socio-economic and cultural 
systems will be required. Many of these, 
unlike earlier changes, will be "by 
design." System innovation, in fact, will 
be the most far-reaching dimension of the 
information epoch. 

Those of us involved in the educational 
system, proponents of Canadian Studies 
included, are on the precipice of a major 
era of social innovation. At this point in 
time, the educational system faces three 
options: 
l. To continue the development of edu

cational systems in accordance with 
principles which were born of the 
nineteenth century. This I call the 
"linear response. " 

2. To attempt to take within the system, 
on a piecemeal basis, elements of the 
new information era. This I call the 
"absorption response." 

3. To begin the process of re-designing 
the educational system in accordance 
with principles inherent in the new in
formation era. This I call the "an
ticipatory response." 

The future of the educational system, its 
eventual shape, role in society and vitali
ty, depends largely on which of these 
three options are exercised. Let me com
ment briefly on each and its implications. 

The linear response is based on the 
assumption that society in future will 
continue to progress or move in accor
dance with the same principles which 
were operative for the last fifty years. In 
education, this would lead to the conti
nuance and refinement of a number of 
central organizing principles: 
1. The use of formal educational in

stitutions, defined in space and time, 
as primary delivery mechanisms for 
societal learning. 

2. The continued use of the group as 
the basis for the organization of 
teaching and learning. 

3. The continued designation of educa• 
tional institutions as centers for 
knowledge transmission. 

4. The continued pattern of participa
tion and investment in education as a 
preparation for work and living. 

5. The continued role of curriculum as 
an analytic device for breaking reality 
down into its supposed component 
parts. 

This scenario would lead, over time, to 
the building of more and more schools, 
sub-divided into various groupings for 
learning, in which people would attempt 
to learn about separate aspects of reality. 
Those who urge the establishment of 
Canadian Studies departments or courses 

fall squarely within the tradition. 
The absorptive response is based on the 

view that certain changes are occurring in 
society which depart substantially from 
the past and which must be grafted onto 
ongoing programs in schools. In educa
tion, this leads to the following: 
l. The incorporation into schools, on a 

random basis, of certain elements of 
new CT technology; e.g. micro
computers as devices to extend tradi
tional teaching functions. 

2. The separate use of group and 
individual-centered learning. 

3. The modification of knowledge 
transmission with projects undertaken 
by "gifted students" who would be en
couraged to create knowledge. 

4. The development of segmented 
policies for the investment in tertiary 
or continuing education as additional 
opportunities beyond formal schooling. 

5. The use of technologically-mediated 
instruction as a method of achieving 
traditional education goals in a more 
efficient manner. 

6. The development of technological 
literacy programs of all kinds. 

Both of these responses rest on the 
global assurnpiton that society today is 
merely experiencing the impact of an ac
celeration in an evolutionary change pro
cess. We are witnessing change within 
the system, not change of the system. By 
and large, from this perspective, the 
assumption is that work, leisure, values 
and knowledge will co-exist in much the 
same way as they currently do. Many of 
the processes I have discussed earlier will 
not occur and are not really occuring. The 
external environment into which we pour 
students will be largely the same as that 
into which we entered: the only dif
ference is that there exists more 
technological junk to contend with. Basic 
systems will not change. 

As one can surmise, I believe that this 
assumption is faulty. At minimum, it is 
tremendously risky. As an example, con
sider the following. As we know, there 
are large numbers of people currently be· 
ing unemployed in industry. Consider 
plant x which produces product y and, in 
today's world, has unemployed 1,000 of 
its work force. The commitment is made 
to "consider" rehiring when a 
" recovery' ' occurs. The lay-off period is 
one year. What does company x do during 
the lay-off period? It introduces robotics 
and micro-computer-based systems to its 
operation. This, plant x calculates, will 
allow it to increase its production, reduce 
its costs, improve its design efficiency and 
allow a new work and management 
system to be developed. When recovery 
comes, plant x will call back 500 
employees, of the higher skilled variety. 
These 500 employees will have to learn 
how to re-orient to new systems and the 
company will provide for this. However, 
500 employees will be excluded from this 
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development and learning and, since 
other companies will be doing the same 
thing, will find it difficult to obtain work. 
Moreover, the training available to them 
will be of a short-term variety. A two· 
tiered labour market, thus, develops: one 
group receiving work and ongoing learn· 
ing opportunities; the other on revolving 
and temporary training and work 
assignments. As technological and 
development further increases, the 
unemployed, currently defined as 
"marginal," becomes "mainstream" in 
the flow of work opportunity. This exam
ple suggests, and others can b e put forth, 
that change today exerts multip le impacts 
which drive to the core of what we 
understand of social life and its associated 
values. 12 

In thinking within the anticipatory 
mode, image is everything. The problem 
facing education today is that the images 
currently used to grasp reality were born 
of a different era and are no longer con
gruent with the post-industrial world. To 
use a pathological metaphor: the im• 
aginary universe of the educator is im
pairing his/her vision of the world as it is. 
The first step to the future, then, is to 
rediscover the imaginative capaci ties 
within us and to assist others in this pro
cess. Canadian Studies, since it is in the 
fetal stage in the educational growth pro
cess, is in a unique position to contribute 
to this imaginative reconstruction. The 
tragedy, however, is that proponents of 
Canadian Studies have developed their 
organizing principles around images of 
reality central to the segmented social 
world of the nineteenth century rather 
than integrated pan-national systems of 
the late twentieth century. The very idea 
of using nationhood as a boundary
making device in the design of education, 
for example, presumes that such 
technological and social development, as 
is implied in compunications, will be 
significantly affected by and channelled 
through national cultural experience. In
deed, it may be possible to posit the 
reverse proposition: that the cultural ex
perience of nations will be channelled 
through broadly similar and generic 
technological systems. To draw a line of 
distinction between technology and 
culture, Canadian or otherwise, may be 
more mythological than real. 

Generic processes of technological and 
systems change require the development 
of parallel and equally generic educa
tional concepts. Even if one wished to il
lustrate or perpetuate variations on a 
theme, as many Canadian Studies pro
ponents appear lo, the theme itself must 
be understood. In this regard, Canadian 
Studies, since it is not bounded by the 
constrictions of disciplines, can, by focus
ing on generic change rather than cultural 
reflections of it, assist in an understan
ding, not only of where we have been, but 
where we are going. What, then, are these 
generic processes? 
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The complex society we face in the 
future, particularly because of the CT 
which underpins it. rests on the interac
tion of and demands facility in each of 
three interacting processes: decision
making, implementation and path
finding. The problem with the conven
tional image of education, essentially a ra
tional and mechanistic one, and the ab
sorptive and linear responses which flow 
from it, is that it addresses only the mid
dle element: decision-making. Much of 
what schools foster, through both the for
mal and informal curriculum, is the abili
ty to make decisions on a rational basis. 
Rational decision-making, is of course, 
important. However, it is not sufficient as 
a base upon which to educate people for 
the society of tomorrow. Why is this? 

First, the numerative and analytic com
ponent of rational decision-making has a 
built-in conservative bias. In society, this 
leads to an obsession with cost and quan
tity; not quality and value. It also focuses 
attention on patching up the old rather 
than exploring the new. Moreover, ra
tional decision-making leads people to 
analyse what can be most readily analys
ed, spend more time on it, and ignore the 
rest - the "fluffy in life." 

Second, the exclusively rational 
decision-making mode, when it runs 
wild, as I believe it has today, leads to an 
abstract and heartless approach to the 
world. The ultimate expression of this can 
be seen in a designation of "body counts" 
in Vietnam, a concentration of " inflation 
and unemployment rates" as drivers of 
economic policy, and fixations on " cost 
per student" calculations in education 
policy. A purely rational decision-making 
mode takes the living element out of 
situations; an element which is of increas
ing importance in affecting the social pat
terns of today .13 

The rational decision-making mode is, 
thirdly, often negative_ Peter Drucker has 
commented, for example, that "profes
sional management today sees itself as 
often in the role of judge who says 'yes' or 
'no' of ideas as they come up. This in
evitably leads to a vetoing of new ideas. 
New ideas are always impractical." 14 

And, I would add, seemingly irrational. It 
is inherently easier to develop a negative 
argument than to advance a constructive 
one. Fourth, the rational decision-making 
mode downplays experimentation and 
abhors mistakes. This leads, often, in 
educational deliberation, to years of 
"study groups" which help people to 
avoid what they must confront: having to 
make, eventually, one big bet. "Paralysis 
by analysis ' ' is the result. Fifth, the ra
tional decision-making mode does not 
celebrate informality. Analyse, plan, 
specify, and check-up, are the verbs of 
the rational process. Interact, try, test, 
fail, stay in touch, learn, shift direction, 
adapt, modify, and see are some of the 
verbs of the informal processes in society. 
It is out of these processes, moveover, 
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that frequent societal innovation 
emerges. 

Rational decision-making is, as I argued 
earlier, an important skill in a complex 
society. Students need, however, to be ac• 
quainted with other processes if they are 
to adapt to an integrated society. Indeed. 
this society, demands it. In this regard, 
there are two additional processes which 
schools must foster in future. These are 
path-finding and implementation. 

Path-finding is essentially an aesthetic, 
intuitive process, a design process. There 
exists an infinity of alternatives that can 
be posed as design problems. From that 
infinity, there are plenty of bad ideas and 
here the rational decision-making ap• 
proach is useful as a sorting process. The 
problem in education today is that we are 
teaching people "how to sort" before 
teaching them how to generate the 
universe from which they should sort. 
The ability to carve out and explore new 
pathways to understanding, to see, as 
Gregory Baterson has suggested, the 
multiple patterns which connect us to 
each other and nature, is an essential 
ability in the information age.15 Much of 
the attraction of video games to the 
young, today, is precisely due to the fact 
that they appeal to and stimulate path
finding processes. And, it need not be 
over-stressed, this engagement with alter
natives is occurring outside of school. 
Mere entertainment could not, in my 
view, hold the attention of the young in 
the video arcade. It is interesting to note, 
as well, the number of "three-piece suits" 
one sees in the arcade during the noon 
hour. The video arcade, indeed, is, 
ironically, one of the few situations left in 
our society in which activity is not struc
tured on an age-segregated basis. 

Innovation is the third social process of 
critical importance to the future. It in
volves the process of translating ideas in
to practice in multiple settings. Many 
good ideas never see the light of day due 
to lack of understanding of our attention 
to implementation. Creativity, which is 
the heart of path-finding is the process of 
creating new things; innovation is the 
process of doing good things. This is the 
"how" of life. Within the net of complexi
ty which characterizes our society, in
novative processes can no longer be taken 
for granted. Traditional curriculum, bas
ed as it is on decision-making. by and 
large prepares the young for bystander 
rather than innovative roles. In what 
ways can we provide the young with ex
perience in innovation? 

To summarize, I have suggested that 
there exists, in light of technological 
developments in modern society, at least 
three critical processes with w hich both 
young and old alike need to become ac-
quainted. These are path-finding, 
decision-making and innovation. 
Moreover, these processes, by definition, 
cannot be ''taught" separately. They are 
intimately intertwined. Creative ideas 

need evaluation. Creative ideas which are 
positively evaluated need implementa
tion. Mindless innovation can lead to 
disaster. Decision-making in a vacuum is 
a vacuous skill. 

All of what is transmitted in school, 
then, needs to be assessed to the degree to 
which it is fostering people's path
finding, decision-making and innovative 
capacities. The use of computers in 
schools is a case in point. Currently, only 
the decision-making mode in computer 
usage is being explored, and even here it 
is a narrow logic which is dominant. The 
latent consequence of this pattern of 
development will be to convince the user 
that the world behaves like a computer. 
Socio-logic, however, is not equivalent to 
computer-logic. Have we explored the 
path-finding and innovative dimensions 
of the computer7 Seymour Papert is one 
who, in his efforts to have children pro
gram computers and reflect on the 
thought processes which generated their 
programs, has begun to explore the path
finding dimension.16 Regrettably, the in
novative aspects of computer technology 
have not been probed in an educational 
context. 

Canadian Studies programs in schools 
should provide students with a context in 
which to invent, evaluate and act upon 
emergent realities. Creating alternate vi
sions of reality, path-finding if you like, is 
a central process in this regard. Canadian 
history, like other histories, is replete 
with examples of "successful" and "fail
ed" social and technological inventions. 
Students need to be aware of these path· 
finding endeavours as well as the pro
cesses and context which produced them. 
As well, students need to be acquainted, 
on a first-hand basis, with path•finding 
endeavours currently underway in our 
society. Within all sectors of society, 
business, government, labour unions, 
alternate images of physical and social 
reality are being created and discussed. 
Finding ways to engage students with the 
creative and imaginative processes of 
modern society is a signal challenge to all 
of education, Canadian Studies included. 

Developing the innovative capacities of 
students is an even more heady 
challenge, for to strive toward it requires 
a reintegration of the young into social 
life. The ability to translate "good ideas" 
into action is not something which can be 
learned solely within the confines of a 
school and its analytic culture. The young 
must confront, in order to acquire this 
capacity, such things as the inertia of 
bureaucratic structures, the interacting 
web of decisons, the power and prestige 
orientations of people, the lag between at
titudes and technological feasibility, and 
the "bottom lines'· of corporate and 
public institutions. They must learn how 
to shape consensus, plan and modify 
plans in light of experience, motivate and 
energize others, to learn to achieve objec
tives in a social and political world. 
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I Innovation is, by definition a social and 
political process. It cannot' be learned 
apart from society. If Canadian Studies 
pu':l'°rts to teach the young about our 
~ciety, and if that society currently and 
m future rests on and demands continual 
inn?':'ation, then the opening up of oppor
tuwhes for the young to )earn about and 
be engaged in innovative activity is of 
paramount importance. 

r 
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Schools, if they are to remain as central 
ed~cational institutions, must also be 
designed with the emergent patterns of 
society in mind. By and large, the struc-
ture of sch?Ols still conforms, to the social 
context of mdustrial society, in which one 
could assume that information was a 
scarce good requiring only transmission 
and analysis. The structures of schools 
based on these premises, continue to em'. 
P?a~iz~ hierarchy, specialization, 
d1sc1plmes, sender-receiver models of 
teaching, and absorption and codification 
of . "content." In an information-rich 
society, these basic premises of schooling 
must be radically rethought. 

If schools are to play a role in fostering 
the three processes inherent in our 
emergent society, new organizational 
forms w~ be required. An organizational 
form which rests solely on decision• 
making will not provide, for either 
tea~her or student, an environment con
duc11:e to th~ stimulation of path-finding 
and mnovahon. Rather than, as is our 
tendency, to consider decision-making as 
the. focal principle around which to 
design the organizational structures of 
schools, this over-arching structure must 
be seen as one of three pillars which will 
~ake up a new, more dynamic organiza
tional form_ 

In .dev~loping . p~th-finding and in
novah~e pillars w1thm schools, it must be 
re~og_mzed that they will rest on different 
pnnc1ples than those of decision-making. 
The path-finding pillar should be based 
on. a number of small, cross-disciplinary 
umts and problem-solving groups. These 
groups should establish close links bet
~ee~ teachers and students. Their objec
hve 1s the development of path-finding 
capabilities in both students and teachers 
The close tie between students and 
~eachers is critical, since, as in the case in 
mdustry, many new ideas have been born 
from what has been called "customer in
n~vations" based on direct experience 
with and modification of the product. 
These path-ffnding pillars cannot report 
through their parallel decision-making 
structures, for the objective is not to 
~nalyse and decide on but to create new 
ideas .. Democracy and free-wheeling ex
ploration must be their definitive 
characteristic. 

!h.e creation of innovative pillars 
Withm the overall organizational struc
ture of schools presents yet another 
challenge. Schools must find ways to 
devel~p and monitor their innovative 
capacity as organizations. Experimental 

and. strategic planning units, devoted to 
testing and introducing new ideas, need 
to be developed. Students should be 
~irectly i~volved in such processes. The 
mtroduchon of computers in schools, for 
example, can provide a classic laboratory 
for the development of an innovative 
capacity. One of the best ways for schools 
to develop innovative capacities in the 
young, then, is to model the process itself. 

Conclusion 

The field ~f Canadian Studies, although 
vaguely def:.ned, has been characterized 
largely by a quest to obtain through 
education, an elevated awaren~ss of the 
roots of the Canadian cultural experience, 
~d t~ereby, foster and preserve our na
t!onahty. The introduction and applica• 
h~n of new technology, particularly 
micro-computer based compunications 
sys~ems, doe~ not strike one as something 
which falls munediately within the do• 
main of Canadian Studies per se. If one 
broadens the definition of Canadian 
Studies to. encompass the study of those 
f~rces ":h1ch have and are shaping Cana• 
dian society, however, then technological 
change, particularly in the current era 
must be a central concern. ' 

In addre~si~g the issue of technological 
change, within the context of Canadian 
Studies, the perspective one brings to 
bear is of critical importance. It has been 
the argument of this paper that the 
technological changes which we are 
witnessing today are generic and will 
lead, over time, to the evolution of a 
society which is radically different from 
that of the past. Accordingly, any pro
gram of Canadian Studies, which seeks to 
help introduce the young or old to this 
eme~ge~t society must also be generic; 
tha~ 1s, 11 must be based upon principles 
which transcend current educational 
practice and, indeed, depart substantially 
from many of the core ideas of Canadian 
Studies itself. There is, in other words 
nothing uniquely "Canadian" about th~ 
current compunications revolution. In 
fact, the changes which are associated 
with compunications, and the underlying 
pro.cesse~ which drive them, are pan
national m nature. Their rhythm and tem
~o do not flow form the exigencies of na
tions, but are inherent within the 
technology itself. 

If Canadian Studies is to address the 
quest!on of technological change as a 
generic phenomenon, as I believe it must 
then it will have planted the first seeds of 
its own destruction as a unique field of in
~uiry. J?ecision-making, path-finding and 
mnovahon are processes essential to an 
inf~rmation society_ Their importance 
denves, not from any roots in the Cana
dian. expe~ience, but from their integral 
relat10nsh1p to emergent compunications 
systems. To understand, and use for 
human benefit, these new systems re
quires the engendering in people of a 
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tr~s-cultural viewpoint; an attitude 
which transcends the boundaries of na• 
tionalit.Y and national identity. Ironically, 
due to .its lack o~ definition and marginial 
status m educallon, Canadian Studies is 
uniquely positioned to accomplish just 
this goal. 
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